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Abstract— With rapid advances in satellite technology, space
information network (SIN) has been proposed to meet the increas-
ing demands of ubiquitous mobile communication due to its
advantages in providing extensive access services. However, due to
satellites’ resource constraint and SIN’s highly dynamic topology,
it poses a challenge on management and resource utilization in
the development of SIN. There have been some works integrating
the software defined network (SDN) into SIN, defined as software
defined space information network (SD-SIN), so as to simplify the
management and improve resource utilization in SIN. However,
these works ignore the security issue in SD-SIN. Meanwhile,
the existing security mechanisms in SDN are still unable to cope
with the uniqueness of satellite network, and some other critical
security issues still haven’t yet been well addressed. In this paper,
based on (t, n) secret sharing, an SIN-specific lightweight group
key agreement protocol is proposed for SD-SIN to ensure both
the security and applicability. Moreover, considering the highly
dynamic network topology, we also design a group key-based
secure handover authentication scheme to reduce the overhead
of handover authentication. Security analysis shows that the
handover authentication protocol can resist to various known
attacks. In addition, further performance evaluation shows its
efficiency in terms of computation and communication overheads.
Finally, the simulation results of computing overhead to the
network entities demonstrate that our protocol is feasible in
practical implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH rapid advances in satellite technology, Space
Information Network (SIN) is a promising network

architecture for providing large-scale coverage as well as
high data-rate transmission. Compared with the tradition ter-
restrial network, SIN can overcome the shortage of geo-
graphic limitation and provide more flexible and ubiquitous
access services [1]–[3]. However, the security risks in SIN
become more serious than those in traditional networks due
to its distinctive structural features. Firstly, the highly exposed
satellite-ground links and inter-satellite links in SIN make
it vulnerable for adversaries to launch various attacks [4].
Secondly, the dynamic network topology makes mobile users
hand over frequently during accessto SIN [5]. Finally, the lim-
ited computation capacity of entities in SIN makes it difficult
to effectively execute highly complex algorithms. Therefore,
it is essential to design some efficient security mechanisms to
ensure secure communications in the SIN.

Meanwhile, the resource constraint of satellites and SIN’s
highly dynamic network topology have posed a challenge on
the development of SIN. Software defined networking (SDN)
technology has been integrated into SIN, e.g., [6]–[9], defined
as software defined space information network (SD-SIN),
to simplify the management and improve resource utilization
in SIN. SDN technology, in which the data plane and control
plane are decoupled, enables a network to be programmable
and in turn simplifies the network management [10]. It has thus
been attracting the attention of researchers and practitioners
from academia and industry, respectively. The separation of
control plane from data plane in SDN enables it to simplify
network operations, which makes the implementation of new
protocols and functions easier. Meanwhile, it enables the con-
trol of network flows to be elastic, and is thus able to monitor
network status more easily. Therefore, there are increasing
interests in deploying SDN switches in traditional or emerging
networks [11]–[13]. By adopting the SDN technology in SIN,
low orbit satellites in SIN act as SDN switches, and they
just need to follow data forwarding instructions issued from
a logically centralized controller. This way, it can greatly
reduce hardware costs, and lower computation and signaling
interaction overheads. According to the strategy of network
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management center, the controller can dynamically adjust net-
work resources to improve the flexibility of resource utilization
and service.

Although SDN technology with the centralized control
mechanism and the open programming interface enhance the
flexibility of management and operation in SIN, it also pro-
vides various opportunities for attackers, which make SD-SIN
security protection much more challenging. In SDN, whether
and when an information flow goes through a security device
are determined by the flow rules issued by the controller.
If an attacker can forge flow rules set by the controller, he/she
will be able to control the path of network traffic and bypass
various security devices deployed in SDN. Therefore, the key
agreement technology is essential for SDN to establish secure
channels between the controller and switches to protect infor-
mation flows in software defined space information network
(SD-SIN). It is not hard to see that key agreement is also a
significant technology to guarantee the confidentiality in the
broadcast communication of SIN. However, the existing secu-
rity mechanisms in SDN, e.g., SSL, IPSec, are unable to cope
with the uniqueness of satellite network, especially when the
key management problem is involved. Meanwhile, some other
critical security issues still haven’t yet been well addressed.
For example, due to the ever-changing network topology and
intermittent physical link, satellite nodes have to reestablish
secure channel with each other frequently, resulting in intol-
erably heavy handover overhead. Actually, entities in SD-SIN
can be divided into different categories so as to complete the
specific tasks according to their respective functions, missions,
and so on [14], [15]. For ensuring the confidentiality in the
group communication, group key agreement (GKA) protocols
for SIN, used to establish a consistent group session key within
a group, should also be well studied. The established group
key can be used to protect the signaling messages and data
transmission within the group, thus ensuring the confidentiality
of information flows in SD-SIN. However, the features of a
dynamic topology and the increasing number of satellite nodes
in SIN pose a lot of challenges in designing GKA schemes.
Most of the existing GKA protocols for traditional wireless
networks, e.g., [16]–[20], are not suitable for SD-SIN, and
some GKA protocols proposed for SIN, [21]–[24], have been
designed to be implemented in the application layers without
taking the topological features of satellite networks into con-
sideration. Meanwhile, the existing handover authentication
schemes proposed for traditional networks cannot be directly
used in SIN, as there is a great difference in structure between
SINs and other traditional wireless networks.

The handover mechanisms (e.g., spotbeam handover,
inter-satellite links handover) in SIN have been surveyed
extensively in literatures [8], [25]. Moreover, some literatures,
e.g., [8], have introduced SDN into SIN to realize seamless
handover to improve the overall quality of service (QoS).
However, the security issues during the handover process have
not received much attention so far. The handover authenti-
cation is still a fundamental security mechanism to provide
seamless and secure access service for mobiles users in SIN.
Although there have been quite a few handover authentication
protocols for the traditional wireless networks, they are unable

to work well in SIN networks due to the characteristics of
long time delay for terrestrial transmission, highly dynamic of
links, frequent handover, etc. Therefore, it is very essential to
design an efficient and secure handover authentication scheme
for SIN.

In this paper, to address the above mentioned challenges
for the SD-SIN scenario, we present a lightweight group key
agreement protocol based on the secret sharing technology,
which is applicable to SD-SIN by taking the advantage of
SDN. Meanwhile, the negotiated group key can also be used to
protect signaling interactions in SD-SIN. The proposed group
key agreement protocol is completed with the assistance of the
controller in Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites to
implement the negotiation of the group key. Then, we design
an SDN-enabled handover authentication based on the group
key shared between the satellites to provide access services
to reduce the redundant authentication process implemented
across different satellites. Our contributions can be summa-
rized as follows:
◦ We propose a secure SD-SIN architecture, in which a light-

weight SIN-specific group key agreement protocol based on
the secret sharing technology is proposed to ensure both of
the security and applicability.

◦ Considering the highly dynamic network topology in
SD-SIN, we design a group key-based secure handover
authentication scheme to reduce the overhead of handover
authentication.

◦ We formally analyze the security strength and conduct
experiments by means of algorithm implementation and
network analysis. The results show the superiority of our
scheme in security and efficiency to the existing works.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related work is discussed. We introduce the system
model, security assumption, design goals, and the overview
of our scheme in Section III. In Section IV and Section V,
we respectively describe the proposed group key agreement
protocol and handover authentication protocol in details. Then,
security evaluation and performance analysis are presented in
Section VI and Section VII, respectively. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

A. The Group Key Agreement Protocol

In group broadcast communication, group key agreement
protocol (GKA) has a wide range of applications. GKA guar-
antees secure communication between group members. The
traditional GKA let all group members negotiate a symmetric
group key together and then use the key to encrypt and decrypt
messages sent among the group members. In recent years,
some protocols have been proposed to establish a group key
for the group communication in different network scenar-
ios. These protocols can be classified into two categories:
1) Centralized GKA: A group key generation center is intro-
duced to manage the entire group, distribute group keys and
implement key updating; 2) Distributed GKA: Each group
member can contribute to key generation and distribution
without the involvement of a group key generation center.
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Many distributed GKA schemes, e.g., [26], are introduced
to different network environments and they are able to remove
the single point bottleneck, but they are not suitable for
the network scenarios where the communication capacity is
limited. Meanwhile, in distributed GKA schemes, the overall
overhead of the system is much heavier, and moreover the
design and operation of the scheme depend on the topology
of the specific network. In comparison, centralized GKA
protocols are more widely used in various wireless network
scenarios [16], [19], [20], where the computational complexity
and communication overhead introduced by key management
is lower from the perspective of the group participants. How-
ever, the centralized key management center usually has much
heavier computational complexity and communication over-
head. To be noted, most of the existing GKA protocols, e.g.,
[16]–[20], that are suitable for various traditional wireless net-
work scenarios, are unable to work well in SD-SIN due to its
specific characteristics, including limited resources, existence
of long delay links, and dynamic network topologies.

In recent years, a few GKA schemes for satellite networks
have been proposed [21]–[24]. For satellite multicast, Howarth
et al. [21] straightly introduced the existing logical-key-
hierarchy (LKH) based GKA, where end users are placed
in one branch of the LKH tree, and the satellite terminals
or gateways are located in another branch. In this scheme,
satellites are transparent relays at the physical communications
level and do not participate in the group key agreement
process. Wang et al. [22] proposed an identity-based GKA
protocol for SIN, which supports members’ dynamic joining
and leaving, but it introduces some expensive operations, e.g.,
bilinear pairing operations, to the cluster head. The schemes
in literatures [23], [24] belong to distributed GKA schemes
with the hierarchical characteristic, both of which haven’t
considered the topological details of SIN. In addition, in [23],
group members are primarily ground gateways and users.
In summary, the issues considered in these schemes are quite
different from those considered in our work.

In SD-SIN, high-orbit satellites act as SDN controller nodes,
while low-orbit satellites act as SDN switch nodes. Therefore,
one high-orbit satellite together with some low-orbit satellites
can form a communication group. Aiming at this group
communication and jointly considering the characteristics of
network topology in SD-SIN, it is necessary to propose a more
suitable and efficient group key scheme. In a group, both the
control messages on the control plane and transmitted data
on the data plane can be protected by the group key and its
subsequent derivations. As far as we know, there is still no
effective and efficient GKA scheme proposed for SD-SIN.

B. Handover Authentication in Mobile Networks and SIN

Handover authentication is always an important issue of
mobile communication networks, which ensures mobile users
to seamlessly and securely hand over across multiple access
points. In 5G standardization, the mechanism design of han-
dover authentication is still in the process of protocol stan-
dardization [27], [28]. Recently, in academia, many handover
authentication protocols by adopting different techniques

have been proposed for different mobile/wireless network
environments.

Choi et al. [29] proposed an hash chain based handover
authentication scheme. However, the scheme requires a certain
amount of storage overhead, and it’s hard to synchronize
hash values between the two ends of conducting mutual
authentication. For the machine-type communication scenario
mentioned in the 3GPP standard, Lai et al. [30] proposed a
3GPP to Wimax network roaming scheme, including handover
authentication and security channel establishment. Considering
handover between different types of access points on LTE
network, Cao et al. [31] proposed a lightweight handover
authentication scheme based on context transfer between
MMEs (Mobility Management Entity). He et al. [32] proposed
a lightweight handover authentication scheme, which mainly
utilized hash operations, and meanwhile minimize modular
exponentiation and pairing operations, so as to improve its
security and efficiency simultaneously. In the 3GPP standard
[28], [33], relevant handover authentication protocol has been
given to ensure the quality of network communication, but
it implements the similar procedure as the initial access
authentication.

However, these schemes, suitable in traditional wireless
networks, cannot be directly used in SIN, as there is a
great difference between SINs and other traditional wireless
networks [4]. Therefore, it is a focused research topic to
design security protection mechanisms suitable for the unique
characteristics of SIN. In order to guarantee communication
continuity in SIN, many handover algorithms are proposed.
However, the security issues during the handover procedure
still have not yet received sufficient attentions. These schemes
mainly focus on handover efficiency, aiming at realizing fast
handover in the high-rate SIN environment with lossy links.
In terms of security, they often adopt the same scheme as the
initial access authentication scheme, or use some lightweight
but weakened security mechanisms. These operations give
attackers more opportunities to further exploit security threats
existing in these schemes to illegally access the network and
even destroy the availability of the entire network.

In order to improve the efficiency of handover authentication
and ensure that the re-established link after handover is also
secure, some new handover protocols, e.g., [34], [35], have
been proposed based on some cryptographic algorithms. But
there are too many interactions between the involved nodes
in these protocols and the participation of the authentication
server is often required. If these schemes are applied to
SIN, users’ communication continuity will be greatly affected.
Although our previous works [34], [35] provide solutions
to implement handover authentication with different security
features, respectively, they are still not efficient enough and
not very general. The handover authentication in [34] requires
the current attached satellite to send the access control list,
which contains the identification of all legal accessed users
currently attached within it, to the subsequent attached satel-
lite. When the number of users in the domain is drastically
increased, the transmission of the list will consume too much
inter-satellite link bandwidth, and the lookup operation in the
list will also reduce the efficiency of handover. In another
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Fig. 1. System model.

work [35], each time when users hand over to a new
satellite, the access authentication process needs to be re-
executed, which brings large computational overhead to the
hardware-constrained satellites. Meanwhile, Yang et al. [36]
further proposed a group signature based scheme for SIN,
but group signature introduces considerable computational
complexity. Moreover, the group signature technology requires
the update of signing key or public key once revocation occurs,
which will also bring in unnecessary implementation delay.
To be noted, there is no secure seamless handover scheme
introduced in [36], which is mainly for access authentication
in cross-domain roaming scenarios. Therefore, for the secure
communication in satellite network environment, it is in a
desperate need to design a secure and lightweight handover
authentication scheme. In this paper, the proposed GKA
mechanism actually provides a secure and trusted environment
among low orbit satellite nodes. The existence of shared group
keys provides a good opportunity for designing an efficient
handover authentication scheme.

III. SYSTEM MODEL, SECURITY ASSUMPTION, DESIGN

GOALS AND OVERVIEW OF OUR SCHEME

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, a general SD-SIN architecture consists
of space information network, terrestrial network, and some
extra specific servers. The space information network (SIN) is
a heterogeneous one with satellite network as the backbone,
and consists of a variety of satellites and spacecrafts in general.
SIN is deployed with spacecrafts at different orbits, ground
stations, and mobile terminals provided with the satellite com-
munication capability [37]. The terrestrial network is mainly
composed of the traditional wireless networks deployed on
the ground, such as LTE-A networks, WiFi, and so on [38].
As shown in Fig. 1, the differences between SIN and SD-SIN
include the replacement of the service router with the SDN
switch and the requirement for a logical control channel [6].

From the aspect of SDN technology, in SD-SIN, there
are mainly three types of entities, including SD-SIN switch,

SD-SIN controller, and network management center (NMC).
NMC serves as the orchestrator of the whole SD-SIN, includ-
ing both space information networks and terrestrial networks.
The functions of NMC mainly include resource registra-
tion and inquiry and devising some strategies (e.g., routing,
security, and accounting) [39]. The Geosynchronous Earth
Orbit (GEO) satellites acts as controllers of space information
network, which is responsible for collecting link status among
satellites and forwarding instructions from NMC to satellites.
Meanwhile, GEO can also predict satellite trajectories. With
no less than three GEOs, the service of SD-SIN could cover
the entire globe. Terrestrial controller is deployed on the
ground, and the function of which includes maintaining the
local service information (e.g., service type and location) in
the database and distributing the instructions from NMC to
switches via the secure link between controllers and NMC.
Low orbit satellites with limited computational ability play
a role of SDN switches. It is worth noting that in addition
to data forwarding, they are only allowed to support simple
verification operations, such as implementation of symmetric
cipher algorithm and one-way hash, as performing complex
cryptographic operations introduce significant delays. In addi-
tion, we assume that these LEO satellites have a moderate
storage capacity just like traditional network routers and a
small trust zone, e.g., a secure digital memory card, to store
some secure values. With this architecture, user’s track can be
easily predicted, which will facilitate the implementation of
handover authentication scheme.

B. Security Assumption

We assume that the network management center (NMC)
cannot be compromised by any adversary, and thus can be
completely trusted for all entities in our system. LEO satel-
lites in the system can be impersonated by other malicious
adversaries, and then they will deceive other LEO satellites
to provide access services for illegal users. As the satellite
controller in SIN, GEO satellites can be considered to be
fully trusted, and it will honestly forward signaling messages
between other satellite nodes and NMC. As each GEO satellite
is static related to the NMC, it is easy to pre-establish
the secure channel by traditional secure protocols based on
pre-shared key, e.g., using the Third Generation Partnership
Project Authentication and Key Agreement (3GPP-AKA).
Thereafter, each GEO can establish a secure channel by key
agreement algorithm with other GEOs with the help of NMC.
In addition, we assume that the adversary has the ability
to modify, inject or interrupt the interaction messages over
the air, and tries to corrupt the proposed scheme. Moreover,
all satellite nodes may suffer from virus attacks, even being
hijacked.

C. Design Goals

In this paper, we propose a secure SD-SIN architecture,
in which a SIN-specific lightweight group key agreement
protocol based on (t, n) secret sharing is proposed to ensure
both of the security and applicability. Moreover, considering
the highly dynamic network topology in SD-SIN, we design
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a group key-based secure handover authentication scheme to
reduce the overhead of handover authentication. In view of
the inherent characteristics of SIN, it’s necessary to find a
compromise state between security and availability. In general,
in addition to providing the basic functions of SDN, a well-
designed security protection scheme for SD-SIN should satisfy
the following properties:

◦ Applicability and Efficiency: The proposed scheme must be
suitable to SD-SIN and achieve a high efficiency in terms of
computation and communication complexity, especially for
the access to satellites. The access to satellites is usually
resource-constraints, which cannot support the implemen-
tion of complex operations.
◦ Integrity and Confidentiality: Since the controller in

SD-SIN can control the whole network, the proposed
scheme should prevent control signaling from being forged.
Besides, sensitive data in SD-SIN should also be protected
from disclosure to any other parties. Therefore, low orbit
satellites must establish secure channels with each other
when having communication needs between them. So do
between low orbit satellites and high orbit satellites.
◦ Low Overhead of Secure Channel Reconstruction: The

low orbit satellite network is highly dynamic, and the
movement of satellites in low earth orbit is so fast that
most satellites have to reestablish secure channels with each
other frequently, which brings in heavy handover overhead
in SD-SIN. In addition to reducing the overhead of link
reconstruction by means of the specific communication and
network technologies, the proposed security scheme should
consider the special features of SD-SIN and reduce the han-
dover overhead to reduce the secure channel reconstruction
overhead.

D. Overview of Our Scheme

The overview of the group key agreement and handover
authentication scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The satellites of
the same group at lower orbit, e.g., Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
satellites, can negotiate a shared group key with the assis-
tance of the satellites at higher orbit, i.e., GEO satellites.
In order to protect the confidentiality of messages transmitted
between satellites and group manager (GM) integrated in the
network management center, we assume that each satellite
shares a key with the GM. Each group member first sends
a random selected point with a pair of values to the GEO
satellite connecting with it. Then, each GEO satellite forwards
its collected points to the GM in a secure manner. Upon
receiving these n points, GM first chooses a group key GK
and lets f(0) = GK . Then, GM constructs an interpolated
polynomial f(x) with degree N . Finally, GM regenerates n
points on the polynomial f(x) and returns them to each group
member. Subsequently, these group members can recover the
polynomial to share the group key GK .

The handover authentication protocol, as an important tech-
nology in mobile networking, makes mobile users able to
securely and seamlessly roam across different access points.
The handover scenario we will introduce is shown in Fig. 2,
where a mobile user accesses LEO2 to obtain network service

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed scheme.

and LEO2 will generate the handover ticket for this user by
using group key GK . When the user is handing over from the
current satellite LEO2 to the target satellite LEO3, the user
first needs to send a handover request to LEO3. Then, after the
authentication is successful verified, the mobile user is allowed
to access target satellite LEO3. Moreover, there is another
handover scenario where mobile users hand over between
two ground stations. In this scenario, the session key must
be changed to provide secure communication with forward
security and backward security. With the help of LEO2 and
the old ground station G, a new session key SK∗ will be
established between the mobile user and the target ground
station G∗.

IV. THE GROUP KEY AGREEMENT SCHEME

The group key agreement protocol needs the involvement
of three entities: LEO satellites, GEO satellites, and GM.
GM is the trust party integrated in NCC. GEO satellites
are assistants for the communication between LEO satellites
and GM. A LEO satellite is a group member (Leoi) with
constrained compute resource. The protocol is implemented
to achieve group key agreement by using the secret sharing
technology [40]. Our proposed group key agreement protocol
consists of system initial phase and group key agreement
phase.

A. System Initial Phase

In this phase, each LEO satellite (Leoi) that has been
authorized by the network management cente shares a secret
value (xi, yi) with the network management center that acts
as the group manager during the group key agreement process.
From a security perspective, these secret values will be stored
in trusted hardware configured in the satellite where the data
stored is unreadable to adversaries.

B. Group Key Agreement Phase

The group key will be shared between GM and the
group members in this phase. The process is described as
follows:
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1) Each group member Leoi firstly generates the random
challenge value Ri and the timestamp tsi, and then
enters them into the trusted hardware configured in
the satellite. The trusted hardware module computes
h(xi, IDLeoi , Ri, tsi), where h() is the hash function,
and outputs it to Leoi. Finally, Leoi sends the group
key agreement request message GKAi

req = {hi =
h(xi, IDLeoi , Ri, tsi), IDLeoi , Ri, tsi} to network man-
agement center on the ground by using GEO satellite as
the forwarding node.

2) Upon receiving the group key agreement request mes-
sage GKAi

req(1 ≤ i ≤ N), GM first performs
data source authentication and data integrity verifica-
tion by checking whether the received hi is equal to
h∗(xi, IDLeoi , Ri, tsi) calculated from the locally stored
xi and the received parameters {IDLeoi , Ri, tsi}. Then,
GM computes the point (xi, yi + Ri) for Leoi who have
been successfully authenticated. For the convenience of
description, we assume that all n LEO satellites have
been successfully authenticated, thus obtaining n points
(xi, yi + Ri)(1≤i≤N). Then GM randomly chooses a
group key GK , and constructs an interpolated poly-
nomial f(x) with degree N to pass through (N + 1)
points, (0, GK), and (xi, yi + Ri) for i = 1, 2, . . . ., N .
Next, the GM reselects N additional points P ∗i on
f(x) for N members, Leoi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ), and
computes Authi = h(GK, IDLeoi , Ri, P

∗
1 , . . . , P ∗N ).

Finally, GM broadcasts the key agreement response mes-
sage {Authi, IDLeoi , P

∗
1 , . . . , P ∗N}(1≤i≤N) to all group

members.
3) Upon receiving the response message, each group mem-

ber Leoi firstly computes the point (xi, yi +Ri) through
the trusted hardware module. Subsequently, Leoi can
recover the polynomial f(x) from point (xi, yi +Ri) and
other n received points {P ∗1 , . . . , P ∗N}, thus retrieving the
group key GK = f(0). Then, Leoi computes Auth∗i =
h(GK, IDLeoi , Ri, P

∗
1 , . . . , P ∗N ) and checks whether this

hash value is identical to the received Authi. If these two
values are identical, Leoi believes that this group key is
valid and accepts it; otherwise, Leoi stops the group key
agreement protocol.

After the group key agreement procedure is completed,
the n group members will use key GK as their shared group
key. Thus, they can use this GK to protect data confidentiality
in subsequent group communications.

V. HANDOVER AUTHENTICATION BASED

ON THE SHARED GROUP KEY

In SIN, satellites move with a higher speed relative to
mobile users in terrestrial networks, which results in a high
dynamic feature of the network topology. This dynamic topo-
logical feature poses a major challenge on the continuous and
secure communication of end users. Therefore, it is essential
to provide a secure and efficient seamless handover scheme to
provide satisfactory quality of service (QoS) for some services
while keeping security protection, especially, for the real-time
ones.

A. Initial Authentication Phase

In this phase, user U implements the initial authentication
process before he/she starts to access SD-SIN and obtains a
handover ticket from the satellite. For satisfying high secu-
rity and performance requirements, the user can implement
the low-latency authentication scheme proposed in [35] to
achieve the initial authentication between the user and the
satellite/ground station. For simplicity, it is assumed that the
authentication scheme proposed in [35] has been implemented
in the initial authentication process. After the mutual authen-
tication is completed, user U can share secret keys KUS and
SK with the satellite and the ground station, respectively.
In addition, the satellite currently providing access services
issues handover tickets for all users connected to it. The details
are described as follows. Let CS be the current satellite access
point and NS be the new satellite access point. The current
satellite access point CS first generates a temporary group
key TGK by computing TGK = KDF (GK), where KDF
represents a key derivation function, which is a one-way func-
tion. Then, CS computes a handover ticket HTU according to
Eq. (1) for U and sends HTU encrypted by using key KUS .

HTU = ENCTGK(IDU , KUS , Texp), (1)

where ENC is a symmetric encryption algorithm and Texp is
the expiration time of HTU . Finally, U stores the received
HTU for achieving secure and seamless handover in the
subsequent communication.

B. Handover Authentication Phase

In this phase, the user and the target satellite (NS) accom-
plish the handover authentication process and negotiate a
session key between them when the user moves away from
the CS to the NS. The procedure is described in details as
follows:

1) U first chooses a random number RU and gener-
ates MAC1

U = H(KUS , IDU , RU , HTU , ts1), where
ts1 is a timestamp used to resist replay attacks.
Then, U sends handover request message HOreq =
{IDU , IDNS, RU , HTU , ts1, MAC1

U} to NS, the target
satellite access point.

2) Upon receiving the handover request message HOreq ,
the NS first checks whether the timestamp ts1 is within
the allowable time range compared with the current time.
If it is right, the NS computes a temporary group key
TGK = KDF (GK) to decrypt the receiving HTU to
obtain KUS and Texp. If Texp is valid, the NS utilizes
KUS to verify the correctness of MAC1

U . If MAC1
U

is not correct, the NS rejects the handover request;
otherwise, the NS trusts that the received MAC1

U is from
the legal user. Then, it chooses a random number RNS

and computes MACNS = H(KUS , IDNS , RNS , ts2),
and sends the handover response message HO1

res =
{IDU , IDNS, RNS , ts2, MACNS , “satellite handoff”}
or HO2

res = {IDU , IDNS, RNS , ts2, MACNS , “ground
station handoff”} to the user. Subsequently, the NS com-
putes the new secret key

KUSnew = KDF (KUS , IDU , IDNS , RNS, RU ).
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3) Upon receiving the handover response message, the user
first determines whether the HO1

res or HO2
res is received.

(1) If message HO1
res is received, it represents that the

handover has happened between the satellite access point,
and the ground station unchanged. Then, the user per-
forms the following operations: he/she verifies the valid-
ity of timestamp ts2 and the correctness of MACNS .
If they are valid, the user computes secret key KUSnew =
KDF (KUS , IDU , IDNS , RNS, RU ) and sends the han-
dover confirmation message HOcof = {MAC2

U},
where MAC2

U = H(KUSnew , IDU , IDNS, RNS , ts3).
Upon the receipt of the handover confirmation message,
NS confirms MAC2

U to complete and end the handover
protocol. Thus, a new secret key KUSnew can be shared
between the user and the NS.
(2) If message HO2

res is received, it represents the
handover has happened between ground stations (between
the current ground station CG and the new ground station
NG). After KUSnew is shared between the user and
the NS as described above in (1), the following steps
still need to be performed: (a) NS sends the handover
request message HO∗req = {IDU , IDNG, IDNS} to the
new ground station IDNG; (b) Upon receiving HO∗req,
the NG sends the authentication request message to the
CG to request the user context; (c) On the receipt of the
message, the current ground station CG sends the authen-
tication response message including the user context,
which consists of user’s key negotiation parameters and
other relevant parameters, to NG; (d) The CG forwards
the key negotiation parameters to the user via the secure
channel. Subsequently, the user can generate the new
session key SK∗.

Finally, after the handover authentication procedure is
completed, legitimate users will be allowed to switch to
new satellite/ground station. Meanwhile, the keys shared
between the user and the new satellite/ground station are
renegotiated.

VI. SECURITY EVALUATION

In this section, we first show that the proposed handover
authentication scheme can achieve mutual authentication, key
agreement, and resistance of several typical attacks. Then,
we apply BAN Logic [41] to prove the correctness of the
handover authentication protocol.

A. Security Analysis

1) Mutual Authentication: The proposed handover authenti-
cation scheme can achieve the mutual authentication between
user U and the target satellite access point NS. In our
proposed scheme, only the legitimate user can access to
the SIN via NS. The NS authenticates U by checking the
received MAC1

U = H(KUS , IDU , RU , HTU , ts1), where
KUS = DECTGK(HTU ). Only the legitimate user knows
the secret key KUS and thus can generate the legal
MAC1

U = H(KUS , IDU , RU , HTU , ts1). Besides, U ver-
ifies the NS by checking if the received MACNS =
H(KUS , IDNS , RNS , ts2) because only the legitimate NS

can derive the temporary group key TGK and then decrypt
HTU to obtain the secret key KUS . Therefore, the mutual
authentication between the user and the target satellite can be
accomplished.

2) Key Agreement: In the proposed handover authenti-
cation scheme, user U negotiates a session key KUSnew

with the target satellite access point NS, which is derived
from the secret key KUS and the random number RU and
RNS dynamically generated by U and NS, respectively.
Only the legitimate user knows the correct key KUS and
only the legitimate NS can derive the temporary group key
TGK and then extract the secret key KUS by decrypting
HTU . In addition, in the handover scenario where the user
hands over between ground stations, the secret session key
SK∗ can be negotiated between the user and the target
ground station. Furthermore, any adversaries cannot obtain
keying materials because the handover session key is not
transmitted over any links and is computed on each side
independently.

3) Resistance of Eavesdropping Attack: The secret key
KUS is encrypted and encapsulated in HTU by NS by using
the temporary group key TGK . Even if an adversary could
intercept HTU through eavesdropping attack, he/she cannot
obtain the secret key KUS because TGK is unknown. Besides,
the keys used to protect the sensitive data are not transmitted
over communication links. Therefore, our scheme can prevent
adversaries from launching the eavesdropping attack to obtain
the sensitive information.

4) Resistance of Replay Attack: An adversary always tries
to intercept messages and further replay them. However, he/she
still cannot be authenticated successfully when the timestamp
value in the reply message is checked as invalid. Moreover,
the timestamp value cannot be modified and replaced because
they are hashed to get the message authentication code MACU

and MACNS , respectively. Thus, the replaying message can
be easily detected by checking the validation of the timestamp
and message authentication code.

5) Resistance of Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attack:
A MitM attacker cannot derive the new session key KUSnew

by eavesdropping the public parameters from the wireless
communication channel since KUSnew is derived based on
the secret values KUS after successful mutual authentica-
tion. Therefore, it is infeasible for an adversary to launch
MitM attack to invade the existing connection. Furthermore,
it is infeasible for the attacker to create a correct message
authentication code without the secret key KU . Thus, no one
can impersonate the legitimate NS or the legitimate U.

B. Authentication Proof Based on BAN Logic

The BAN logic [41] is a formal model widely used to
analyze the security of authentication schemes. In this sub-
section, using the BAN logic, we provide an authentication
proof, and demonstrate how the proposed handover authenti-
cation achieves the security goals. Some notations and logical
postulates used in the BAN logic analysis are described in
TABLE I.
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TABLE I

NOTATIONS AND LOGICAL POSTULATES IN BAN LOGIC

The rules introduced below describe the main logical pos-
tulates of the BAN logic.

According to the analytic procedures of the BAN logic, our
proposed protocol should satisfy the following security goals:

G1. NS |≡ U
KUS←→ NS

G2. NS |≡ U |≡ U
KUSnew←→ NS

To facilitate the derivation, we first transfer the communica-
tion message of our proposed handover authentication scheme
into idealized form as follows.

Message 1: U → NS : Handover request message

NS �
{
IDU , IDNS , RU , ts1,{

IDU , U KUS←→NS, Texp

}
TGK

,
{
IDU , RU , ts1, {IDU , U KUS←→NS, Texp}TGK

}
KUS

}
.

Message 2: NS → U : Handover response message

U �
{
IDU , IDNS, RNS , ts2, {IDNS, RNS , ts2,

U
KUSnew←→ NS}KUS

}
.

Message 3: U → NS : Handover confirm message

NS � {IDNS, RNS , ts3, U
KUSnew←→ NS}KUSnew

.

The initial assumptions ensure that the logical analysis of
the proposed solution can be successfully conducted. There-
fore, in order to analyze the proposed scheme, we make the
following assumptions about the initial state of the scheme.

A1. U |≡ U
KUS←→ NS

A2. U |≡ CS
GK←→ NS

A3. NS |≡ CS
GK←→ NS

A4. NS |≡ �(Texp)
A5. NS |≡ (U/CS |⇒ U

KUS←→ NS)
A6. U |≡ �(ts2)
A7. NS |≡ �(ts1)
A8. NS |≡ �(ts3)
A9. U |≡ �(RU )

A10. NS |≡ �(RNS)
Finally, based on the idealized form of the messages and

assumptions, we analyze the idealized form of the proposed
scheme and provide the main procedures of proof as follows.

According to Message 1 and assumption A3, we apply the

message-meaning rule P |≡P
K←→Q,P�{X}K

P |≡Q|∼X to obtain

S1. NS |≡ U/CS |∼ {IDU , RU , ts1, IDU , U
KUS←→

NS, Texp}
According to S1 and assumptions A4 and A7, we apply the

nonce-verification rule P |≡�(X),P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡Q|≡X to obtain

S2. NS |≡ U |≡ U
KUS←→ NS

According to S2 and assumption A5, we apply the jurisdic-
tion rule P |≡(Q|⇒X),P |≡(Q|≡X)

P |≡X to obtain

S3. NS |≡ U
KUS←→ NS

According to Message 2 and assumption A1, we apply the

message-meaning rule P |≡P
K←→Q,P�{X}K

P |≡Q|∼X to obtain

S4. U |≡ NS |∼ {IDNS, RNS , ts2, U
KUS←→ NS}

According to S4 and assumptions A6 and A9, we apply the
nonce-verification rule P |≡�(X),P |≡Q|∼X

P |≡Q|≡X to obtain

S5. U |≡ NS |≡ U
KUS←→ NS

According to Message 3 and S3, we apply the

message-meaning rule P |≡P
K←→Q,P�{X}K

P |≡Q|�X to obtain

S6. NS |≡ U |∼ {IDNS, RNS , ts3, U
KUSnew←→ NS}

According to S6 and assumptions A8 and A10, we apply
the nonce-verification rule P |≡�(X),P |≡Q|∼X

P |≡Q|≡X to obtain

S7. NS |≡ U |≡ U
KUSnew←→ NS

As a result, the above logic proves that the contributed
scheme achieves mutual authentication between U and NS.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we will compare the proposed han-
dover authentication scheme with existing schemes in terms
of computation overhead, communication overhead, security
functionality and performance comparison, and algorithm
implementation efficiency.

A. Computation Overhead

For the handover authentication overhead, we define it as
the time cost of cryptography operations involved in the pro-
posed scheme. We investigated the time costs of the primitive
cryptography operations using the OpenSSL library [42] on an
Intel P III Mobile 733 MHz processor. Meanwhile, the results
in [43] show that the time costs for performing an RSA
verification, point multiplication, modular exponentiation, and
pairing operation are TRV = 0.435ms, Tmul = 1.082ms,
Tmexp = 1.019ms, and Tpair = 33.584ms, respectively. Note
that the time costs of highly efficient operations (less than
0.001ms) such as symmetric encryption/decryption operation
Tsy and one one-way hash function Th are omitted. TABLE II
compares our proposed handover authentication scheme with
some existing works, i.e., [29], [31], [32] and [33], in terms
of computation complexity with authentication delay. From
TABLE II, one can see that the total time required for
a successful handover authentication in our work is much
less than that of Choi’s scheme, Cao’s scheme, and He’s
scheme. This is because the operations adopted by our scheme
are highly efficient operations (e.g., hash function), and the
operation costs of which are significantly smaller than other
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION OVERHEAD

Fig. 3. Time cost for different entities.

TABLE III

PARAMETER SIZE

operations (e.g., point multiplication, pairing operation). While
LTE-A scheme has an equally low authentication overhead to
our scheme, LTE-A scheme is not able to resist various attacks
such as eavesdropping attack, replay attack, and MitM attack.
Moreover, as what we analyzed in Communication overhead,
the communication overhead of LTE-A scheme is far higher
than that of our scheme.

B. Communication Overhead

For the communication overhead, we mainly evaluate the
sizes of authentication messages in our proposed handover
authentication scheme compared with some existing schemes.
In order to better compare the communication overhead with
the existing schemes, we give the relevant parameters used in
these schemes in TABLE III. According to the sizes of all the

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD

messages, we also give a comparison of the communication
overhead of the existing protocols as shown in TABLE IV.
We can see that the communication overhead of our scheme is
much lower than that in schemes [29]–[31], and [33]. Although
the scheme in [32] has a little lower communication overhead
than our scheme, its computation overhead is excessively high
as shown in Computation Overhead.

C. Security Functionality and Performance Comparison

Finally, TABLE V shows the security functionality and
performance comparison of our proposed scheme and some
existing protocols [29]–[31], [33]. It can be seen that our
proposed handover authentication scheme has a better perfor-
mance in security and efficiency compared with the existing
protocols.

D. Algorithm Implementation Overhead

We construct experimental environment with Banana Pi
R1 with 1.2GHz CPU speed and 1GB RAM using C lan-
guage with OpenSSL library [42]. We further implement the
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE FEATURES

algorithms executed in the user side, the current satellite side,
and the new satellite side, respectively. In the experiment,
the symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm used in our
protocol adopt the AES algorithm, the key sizes of which is
set to 128 bits. To ensure the reliability of the experiment,
we repetitively conduct the same experiments 100 times.
Meanwhile, in each time, the algorithm in our scheme is run
for 100 times, and further get the average time cost of a
single algorithm running. Furthermore, we use scatter plots to
describe these 100 experimental results. As shown in in Fig. 3,
we can obtain three scatter plots for the three algorithms,
which are implemented on the user side, the current satellite
side, and the new satellite side in our scheme. The current
satellite-side and new satellite-side algorithm execution time
are about 8.079 μs and 26.035 μs on average, respectively.
And the average time of user-side algorithm execution is about
22.987 μs. Therefore, from the experiment results, we can
draw a conclusion that our proposed protocol is more efficient
in terms of computation and communication costs, which
makes it feasible in practical implementations.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The integration of space information network (SIN) and
software-defined networking (SDN) has been treated as a
promising method to enhance the operation of satellite
networks and the development and management of communi-
cation services in SIN. Although the study of network architec-
ture of software-defined space information network (SD-SIN)
has been brought into research and discussed for years, some
security challenges posed on ensuring secure communication
for SD-SIN have been overlooked. In order to guarantee the
confidentiality of information flow in SD-SIN, a lightweight
group key agreement protocol based on the secret sharing
technology was presented in this paper, which can establish a
secure channel between satellites and between the controller
and satellite for protecting the information flow in SD-SIN.
Moreover, an efficient and secure handover authentication
mechanism was proposed based on the group key shared
among the satellites, which satisfies a set of essential security
features, while it only needs lower computation cost and less
communication overhead compared with the existing schemes.
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